
General terms and conditions for participation in the initiative 
#СТИГАМРЪН 

Section I: General terms  

1. The Initiative (Initiative) “Стига Мрън” is organized by SilverLining Communications Ltd. (Organizer).  

1.1. The idea of this Initiative is inspired by a last year's facebook post by the famous Canadian astronaut Chris 
Hedfield, who summed up some of the best news for 2016 in 46 points: 
https://www.facebook.com/AstronautChrisHadfield/posts/1502900363061029 

2. Duration Period: Starts on 11 December 2017, with undetermined end.  

2.1. The Organizer reserves the right to modify the period of the Initiative if it’s considered necessary.  

3. Participation in the Initiative is NOT linked to a purchase or explicit collection of personal data - the user may 
leave his/her first name, two names or a nickname, voluntarily.  

4.Participating in the Initiative, the participants accept these terms and conditions and commit themselves to 
comply with the terms. In case a participant does not accept an amendment to the General Conditions, the 
participant should cease participating in the Initiative. 

5.The Organizer reserves the right to modify or add to the General conditions. The changes will take effect after 
being made public on the website stiga-mrun.thedots-agency.com.  

Section II: Mechanism  

1. To join the Initiative, the user must complete the following steps: 

1.1. Only fill in the contact form - name/nickname and good news. 

2. Participant’s messages will be moderated within 3 business days. 

3. The organizer reserves the right to verify the accuracy of the facts sent by participants and to decide 
WHETHER or not to publish the posted. 

4. The Organizer does not take responsibility in cases when the user has for some reason failed to specify the 
necessary details. The organizer is not responsible in cases of attempts for sending a message that were 
impossible or unsuccessful due to technical problems with the communication systems. 

https://www.facebook.com/AstronautChrisHadfield/posts/1502900363061029
http://stiga-mrun.thedots-agency.com


Section III: Others  

1. By participating in the Initiative, participants agree and voluntarily submit their personal data (name/s and 
text of message) for purposes related to the Initiative, its promotion and subsequent activations of the Initiative 
for an indefinite future period. 

2. All participants are required to comply with the terms and conditions of the Initiative that will be available 
on the site.  

3. The Organizer has the irrevocable right to terminate the Initiative at any time by declaring this on the Site, in 
which case no notice or compensation to the Participants is due. 

4. The organizer of the Initiative is not obliged to conduct correspondence related to claims or complaints by 
the participants. 

5. Participants agree that the Organizer may include the content with which they participated in the Initiative, in 
public appearances and other public distribution without additional compensation or reward. Such public 
appearances may include names and messages that participants have uploaded to the site, published or 
distributed in the media and the public space. 

6. The Organizer does not take responsibility for any unsuccessful attempts to access the Site whatever the 
reasons for that might be.  

7. Participants who do not comply with the terms and conditions will be disqualified without further notice. The 
Organizer reserves the right to remove any content that it considers inappropriate, incompatible with the 
Initiative, offensive or discriminatory. In such cases, the Organizer's decision will be final and not subject to 
further discussion.


